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GENERAL COMMENTS

Section 501(c)(9) is the successor to Section 101(16)

of the 1939 Code and prior Revenue Acts.

It has existed unchanged

since its introduction in the Revenue Act of 1928.

(An amend

ment in 1942 to permit employer contributions was made completely

retroactive to 1928.

See Senate Committee Report on Section 138

of 1942 Act, at 1942-2 CB 585.)

Since the organizations involved

have been operating under the Code provision without benefit of

regulations for this length of time, they should be permitted
additional time to submit comments on the proposed regulations.
In view of the rather detailed rules provided, we also suggest

that associations presently exempt under this section be given
a transition period to qualify in the event their exemption is
adversely affected by the new regulations.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Section
1.501 (c)(9)-l(b)(1)(i)
1.501(c)(9)-1(b)(4)

1.
The proposed regulations provide that.,

although membership need not be offered
to all of the employees of a common
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working unit, it must be offered to all

of the employees of one or more classes

of the common working unit and such class
or classes must not be limited to share

holders, highly compensated employees,
or other like individuals.

This require

ment is similar to that provided in

Section 401 for qualified employee plans.
However, it does not seem to have a

statutory basis in Section 501(c)(9).

2.
1.501(c)(9)-1(b)(3)(i)

It is not clear from the statute that a

voluntary employee's beneficiary associ
ation must provide "solely" for the
enumerated benefits.

Because of this

lack of certainty, and because of the long
existence of the Code section, it is

suggested that some leeway be permitted.
If this provision is enforced in the same

manner that the word "solely" is enforced
under the reorganization provisions, sub

stantial hardship might result.

3.

1.501(c)(9)-1(b)(3)(ii)

The purpose of Section 501 is to provide

for the exemption from income taxes of
certain, specifically described organiza
tions .

The section does not and was not
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intended to be concerned with the inclusion
or exclusion of taxable income by the
recipients of payments from any of the

organizations listed under Section 501

(c)(1).

We suggest, therefore, that

reference to includability of benefits
paid by the association in the income of
the beneficiary be eliminated.

4.

1.501(c) (9)-l(b)(3) (iii)

Exclusion of life insurance protection

under an endowment insurance plan or
a plan providing cash surrender values
from the term "life benefits” does not

seem to be required by the statute.

5.

1.501(c)(9)-1(b)(3)(v)

This section defines the term ”other

benefits” to include only benefits that
are "similar ” to life, sick, or accident

benefits.

This follows current Service

ruling policy.

However, it is not clear

from the statute or the legislative
history that this equality of meaning

was intended.

Further, this approach

seems to cause conceptual difficulties in
the remainder of the section.

For example,

paying vacation benefits, subsidizing of
recreational activities, providing
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vacation facilities and severance pay

ments at the time of a reduction in force

or a temporary layoff are treated as
similar to life, sick, and accident
benefits while severance payments at the

time of a mandatory or voluntary retire
ment are not.

It is suggested, therefore,

that the word "other" not be equated with

"similar" and that a more natural con
struction of the statute, which seems to

require only that employees be benefitted,

be followed.

6.

1.501(c)(9)-1(b)(5)(ii)
Example

This example provides for inclusion of tax

exempt interest in the denominator of the

fraction used in determining whether the
85% test is needed.

Since the term

"income" is apparently being construed in

an economic sense rather than in a tax
able income sense, it is suggested that
capital losses be permitted to offset

capital gains.

While it might be argued

that capital losses should be allowed in
full, the possibilities for abuse might

preclude this.

However, equity would

seem to require permitting offset against

capital gain.

